
 

COACHES TOP TIPS 
FLY KICK ON BACK 

ANDY WALLACE – SUPPORT COACH, LOUGHBOROUGH NATIONAL CENTRE 

1. Minimise the movement of hands and shoulders. 
2. Kick must be generated through pelvis tilting and utilizing the abdomen not chest. 
3. Down-beat and up-beat of kick need to cross centre line of body equally. A common fault is being 

too passive with the down-beat; elite fly kickers are activate with both phases of the kick.  

 E.g Luke Greenbank (Figure 1) 
4. Ankles must quickly switch between dorsi-flexion (down-beat) and plantar-flexion (up-beat) to 

maximise hold on the water.  
5. Must identify optimal amplitude and frequency of kick early in swimming career and develop this 

to be robust within training sets. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

RYAN LIVINGSTONE – HEAD COACH, NEWCASTLE SWIM TEAM 

1. Keep head and shoulders back and chest up throughout the underwater phase & breakout (don't 
allow chin to drop) 

2. Significant quadriceps recruitment can only occur with a knee angle of 45-90 degrees - knees 
must flex to set up kick. 

3. Train to kick at a frequency of 2.0-2.5 Kicks per second.  
4. Breakout: Finger tips point outwards to the wall with strong elbow position to ensure catch on 

breakout stroke (Figure 2). Transition should be smooth - be aware of depth when initiating the 
first arm stroke. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1 

FIGURE 2 



 

 

SEAN BALMER – HEAD COACH, COCKERMOUTH 

1. Drive from the core maintaining a stiff but not inflexible upper body.  Vertical kicking helps to 
develop this. 

2. Maintain SL head position until just before break out when chest is raised slightly to “spike” to the 
surface and allow the first pull which should be completing to drive back strongly and slightly 
down 

3. All turns seek to push down 1/3 then progress to the surface over 2/3 of the remaining total 
distance e.g. if break out at 15m, 5m down, 10m to the surface.  This ensures that the kick phase 
is in deep water and not simply displacing water at the surface. 

 E.g. Nick Pyle (Figure 3)  
4. In all cases you must hit surface travelling faster than your maximum swim speed! 

 

 

 

 

DAVID HEMMINGS – NATIONAL COACH, LOUGHBOROUGH NATIONAL CENTRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EUAN DALE- HEAD COACH, MILLFIELD SCHOOL 

1. Spinal movement patterning is vita and can be developed using a kicking drill where arms are 
crossed above the head to allow greater upper spinal movement 

2. Understanding the best UW movement pattern given your physical set up and event specifics.  
a. Tight front end with high kick tempo 
b. Loose front end with a bigger more powerful kick   

3. The importance of frequency and intensity of the kick. Make sure it sits at the forefront of the 
athletes mind. Tempo trainers can be a really powerful tool when used in relation to UW kick 
rate.        

DESCEND (1/3) LEVEL OUT AND KICK TO SURFACE (2/3) 

FIGURE 3 


